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About Arc Compute

Customers
Arc Compute's customers have one thing in common; they are
all consumers of GPUs who are tired of the current cloud
business models and are looking for better, more transparent
pricing as well as better performance, utilization and security.
Our clients are leaders in artificial intelligence and machine
learning, pharmaceutical, media and entertainment, defence
and more.

The Company
Arc Compute is a High Performance Compute Cloud Provider,
powered by an in-house proprietary GPU hypervisor that
provides up to 80% better performance than instances from
AWS, GCP and Azure, at 50%-60% less cost. With fixed costs
and unlimited usage, you always know what to expect.

Computing with Arc



1
Up to 80% better performance
over AWS, GCP and Azure thanks
to proprietary GPU software

2 30%-60% lower cost than AWS,
GCP and Azure

3 Fixed monthly pricing for
dedicated GPU compute

4 Highly customizable and easily
scalable infrastructure

5 Global network of energy
efficient green data centers

6 No Ingress or Egress fees

User Benefits



Performance & Cost Optimization

In this scenario, multi-
tenancy is used to provide
over 70% performance boost
by allowing under-utilized
VM's to allocate their GPU
cores, execution capabilities
and VRAM at run-time to
active VM's.

Read the white paper.

https://www.arccompute.io/resources/case-studies-white-papers


Performance & Security

Zero-Trust Isolation
Arc Compute provides discrete virtual machines with native
performance. This is possible thanks to our proprietary
software, which uses IOMMU for hardware enabled mediation,
ensuring that your workloads and data are safe from viruses,
ransomware, bad actors, data breaches and more. 

Proprietary Software
Unlike other cloud providers, Arc Compute utilizes it's own
proprietary, next-generation GPU hypervisor in it's cloud
services. Compared to software used by the vast majority of
cloud providers (vGPU, VMware, etc), Arc Compute's GPU
software boosts GPU performance by up to 80%. Additionally,
since we own the software, we are able to pass on savings of
up to 60% (over AWS) to our customers.

1
Hardware enforced isolation via Intel
Virtualization Technology (Intel VT-d) and
AMD Virtualization (AMD-V) Technology

2 Dedicated IP addresses to virtual machines

3 GPU Quality of Service (QoS) guaranteed
via Arc Compute's LibVF.IO



These prices are for monthly reservation terms. Price per hour decreases as reservation term increases.

Transparent Pricing
Configuration Monthly Cost Price per Hour

1x NVIDIA A40 (48GB) $1,250 $1.65

2x NVIDIA A40 (48GB) $2,412 $3.30

4x NVIDIA A40 (48GB) $4,823 $6.61

8x NVIDIA A40 (48GB) $9,647 $13.21

1x NVIDIA A100 (40GB) $1,411 $1.93

2x NVIDIA A100 (40GB) $2,822 $3.87

4x NVIDIA A100 (40GB) $5,643 $7.73

8x NVIDIA A100 (40GB) $11,287 $15.46

1x NVIDIA A100 (80GB) $1,568 $2.15

2x NVIDIA A100 (80GB) $3,135 $4.29

4x NVIDIA A100 (80GB) $6,270 $8.59

8x NVIDIA A100 (80GB) $12,541 $17.18

View Pricing

https://www.arccompute.io/reserved-gpu-instance-pricing


Simple User Experience

Low-Impact Transitioning
With the Arc Cloud compatible with today's leading orchestration tools, schedulers, containers and more, transitioning workloads to Arc Compute is a breeze.

GVM SERVER
The GVM Server dashboard
can be used, both in the
cloud and on-prem, to create
and utilize GPU-accelerated
virtual machines that are
optimized for various
enterprise workloads. 



Case Study

The Solution
Arc Compute was able to provide Data Machines with a rapidly scalable solution, featuring NVIDIA A40 GPUs, that decreased workload training times
using half the hardware that they were previously using. This was made possible by Arc Compute's proprietary GPU software which enabled better
performance and utilization by allocating GPU cores and VRAM between Data Machines researcher's virtual machines. This saved them a tremendous
amount of time and about 75% over what they were paying with AWS. 

Data Machines Corporation
Data Machines is a leading defence contractor based in Ashburn,
Virginia, that leverages machine learning to provide solutions to
various US government agencies. 

The Goal
Data Machines came to Arc Compute looking to scale up one of its
research projects, trying to enable shorter training times at scale for
a rapidly deployable solution. 

ARC COMPUTE'S SERVICES HAVE ALLOWED US
TO ADVANCE OUR RESEARCH AT A FASTER
RATE, THANKS TO THE BOOST IN PERFORMANCE
AND COST SAVINGS WE'VE EXPERIENCED.
Dr. Brian Dennis, PhD - CTO, Data Machines Corporation



Frequently Asked Questions

Q: Can Arc Compute support GPU virtualization for all GPUs, such
as Tesla V100, Tesla K80, P100, A100, etc?
Yes. NVIDIAʼs enterprise GPUs are currently supported. Supported microarchitectures
include Maxwell, Pascal, Turing, and Ampere. Our hypervisor can also virtualize Intel's new
GPUs and we have improved AMD support coming in 2023.

Q: Can GPUs be virtualized for specific jobs, based on allocation
percentage? (example: allocate 30% of a GPU for a training job?)
Yes. Isolation of workloads can be accomplished via MIG or via traditional % timesharing
(example: %30 scheduling share)

Q: Can Arc's solutions support all the frameworks such as
TensorFlow, PyTorch, MxNet, Caffe2 and traditional ML frameworks?
Yes, all of the frameworks mentioned are compatible, along with many others.

Q: How easily can it be integrated with other platforms? Through
what mechanisms?
Quite seamlessly through the support of a REST API. We can provide support on integration
with existing platforms as needed.

 Q: Is it compatible with Slurm Workload Manager?
Yes. the Slurm Workload Manager may be installed under GVM Server (Arc's hypervisor).



Build Your Server Learn MoreLearn MoreView Pricing

https://www.arccompute.io/solutions/hardware/gpu-servers
https://www.arccompute.io/solutions/open-source-gpu-virtualization
https://www.arccompute.io/solutions/gvm-server
https://www.arccompute.io/reserved-gpu-instance-pricing

